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METHOD

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVES
- Analyse SAGE index invariance 
across different degrees.
- Describe and compare GM’s degree 
of implementation in two teacher 
training programmes.

Gender perspective 

Context 

Normality and reliability
iTEMS 

3-factor model (M2) 

3-factor model 

homogeneous+20 heterogeneous+2

Measure invariance between degrees

Single confirmatory factorial analysis

Three-factor model of the SAGE index  

Students

guarantees their cross validation and stability

Descriptive and

students

Sensitive Assessment
for Gender Equality 

women

38 items

Descriptive study,
Cronbach α and
comparison of
means.

A majority of normal distribution for skewness and
kurtosis (-2 and + 2); Cronbachʼs α was .703

Better for empirical data

Supported by both groups.

Confirmation
factorial analysis
of single and
multiple groups.

Factorial
invariance
for two
subsamples.

Participants

Instrument

Data analysis

Is not included in the Universities' 
curriculums.

cross-cutting study in an 
Early Childhood and Elementary 
Education Degree (Spain)  

396
SAGE

84% 

models M2 and M1  

Multigroup confirmatory factorial analysis

Perception of the gender cross-sectionalisation
and comparison of means

Equivalent at a configural,
metric and scalar level

Statistically significant differences
in favour of students of the Early Childhood
Education Degree.

Notably relevant
with regard to
gender training.

Low institutional
commitment
level. 

Very low
awareness
of inequality. 

Total sample

1 2 3

Acceptable for students in the Early Childhood 
and Elementary Education Degree and invariable 
in both degrees.

Believe that gender 
training is much 
needed  and that their  
institution shows a low 
level of commitment  
in this field.

Are unaware  of 
the gender 
inequalities  
associated with  
educational 
processes.
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